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Folkecenter News  

New Acknowledgment to Preben Maegaard  

Preben Maegaard, previous headmaster at Nordic Folkecenter 
for Renewable Energy, has been appointed lifetime honorable 
president for the European Renewable Energies Federation 
(EREF), the member countries of which stretch from Estonia in 
the Northeast to Portugal in the Southwest. 

Preben participated in the founding, coordination and the start-
up of EREF in 1999. The initiators wanted to strengthen the 
European cooperation in relation to the EU commission within 
the area of renewable energy. In 1999 there was a crisis within 
the renewable energy sector, which hit Denmark hard as the 
wind power industry employed several thousand people.  
Preben Maegaard has been a member of the board of directors 
in EREF for many years. 

Please see picture for the exact wording of the appointment.  

Facts about EREF: 

EREF, EUROPEAN RENEWABLE ENERGIES FEDERATION, Avenue 
Marnix 28, 1000 Brussels, Belgium. 

President: Antonio Sa Dá Costa, Portugal  
Director: Dörte Fouquet, PhD., Belgium 

EREF is the coalition of national renewable energies unions 
which represents all renewable energy technologies. For 20 
years EREF has promoted the interest for independant 
renewable energy, fuel and heat production by striving towards 
creating and maintaining a stabile and reliable framework for 
producers of all renewable energies. 

EREF handles members’ interests with relation to the EU 
Commission, via reports, workshops, follow-up and direct contact to office employees and politicians in the EU. EREF presents 
members’ experiences, knowledge and whishes in order to qualify decisions about renewable energy in the legislative work at the 
EU. Cooperation happens regularly and often with various energy organisations. 

For more information, please contact Jane Kruse at +45 4060 4551 or jk@folkecenter.dk 

School from Croatia in Folkecenter 

During the first two weeks of February, Nordic Folkecenter held an intensive course on 
renewable energies for the Srednja Skola Blato, a technical school of the island of 
Korcula, near Dubrovnik, in South Croatia. Professor Nikola Curac, Grad. Mech. Eng. was 
leader of the group, which consisted of eight students and an accompanying professor. 

The whole corse was part of the Erasmus+ program, financed by the European 
Commision. Folkecenter had already previous experiences in holding courses under the 
Erasmus+ framework, moslty with students and teachers from Turkey. After this group 
from Croatia, three more groups will join in the next couple of months to build 
knowledge and experience for a 100% renewable energy future.  [Continues...] 

The acknowledgment awared to Preben 

Students building a solar boat 

http://www.eref-europe.org/
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The course was a combination of theory and practice: for what concerns the practical part, the group visited the district heating 
plants of Vestervig, Hvidbjerg and Harboøre, which are all based on locally-
produced biomass. The students received answers to their question on the econo-
my, the supply and the democratic organizational form under which the plants 
operate.  

In addition to that, the students visited the biogas plant in Lemvig and the one in 
Skinnerup, owned by the brothers Kirk, where they learned how can local agricul-
tural waste, leftovers from the food industry and the households deliver electricity 
and heat to the many thousands buildings in the city and to the closest neighbors; 
with a similar purpose, the recycling center in Thisted was visited, to see how 
waste is sorted in many different categories. 

The excursions continued to the two test stations for wind turbines present in 
Thisted municipality. On February 9, the students experienced how the 5,000 wind 
turbines present in Denmark can supply the whole country and even export electricity: on that day, production from wind turbines 
equaled 5,100 MW, while consumption was only 4,300 MW (118.6% of the demand). Actually, wind energy could supply 27.4 % of 
the electricity demand of the whole 28 European countries. 

After the theoretical teaching which took place in the mornings, the afternoons were dedicated to apply the knowledge obtained in 
practice: the students built small solar-powered models, little blades for wind turbines and two small solar thermal panels. 

The location of Folkecenter allowed the students to understand that 100% renewable energies is possible, since within a radius of 
50 km, most of the renewable energy technologies are demonstrated on a full-scale. 

Renewable energy was one of the focus of the course, but the classes touched also the 17 UN goals for sustainable development.  

The group was very satisfied of the program and of the excursions, where they met people who explained all the technologies with 
kindness and in a friendly way.  

The group was accommodated in Skibstedgaard, Sdr. Ydby, location which was very appreciated by the students.  

Further information can be asked to Jane Kruse, director,  +45 9795 6600, jk@folkecenter.dk.  

If you are a school or you represent one, we would be glad to host you for a similar Erasmus + program. Please, visit this page for 
more information.   

Group picture at Lemvig biogas plant 

From left: Excursion at the district heating plant in Hvidbjerg;  students presenting their own model of wind turbine; group picture at the closing ceremony 

Wave Energy Exhibition 

As some of you might already know, Folkecenter has been an active part in the 
development of wave energy technologies; this industry, which has been around since 
many years, it is still in its infancy, due to the big challenges involved. Corrosion is an 
everyday problem when operating at the sea, not to mention the strenght of the forces 
involved, which in the North Sea are considerable. All these issues, together with the 
associated costs, made it difficult for the industry to become profitable, leaving space to 
the more developed –and more economical– wind turbines. 

Wave energy has however still a lot to say, since its potential is huge. According to the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, this industry could provide up to 3.7 TW of 
power worldwide, which is equivalent to almost twice the world’s electricity;  business 
opportunities are considerable, which is why developers are still trying to propose solutions which could harvest all this energy. 
However, not everyone can go further: in Denmark there are three stages a prototype should pass, before being allowed to become  

Wave testing facilities at Nissum Bredning 

http://folkecenter.eu/pages/ErasmusPlus.php


[...Continues] 

commercial. The fist step is to test a scale prototype is an indoor swimming pool, which simulates the movement of the waves. The 
pool, operated by Aalborg University, can however not represent the real conditions that can be faced in the sea, which is why step 

two is to put the prototype in the wave testing facilities located in Nissum 
Bredning. Operated by Folkecenter, these facilities allow for testing the device 
in real conditions, without exposing it to the open sea. The fiord acts as a 
natural barrier, which lowers the forces in place. However, do not think these 
are still waters: waves can be considerable and challenge the structure of the 
prototype; not many prototypes pass this stage, but if they do, the last step is 
open water, without protections: the prototype is brought to Hanstholm, 
where all the power of the North Sea can be experienced.  If all the testing 
steps are successful, the device can enter the market.  

As said, the industry is still at an early stage, but a way to keep the interest alive 
is to make sure that people do not forget about these solutions: wind turbines 
were also not very efficient at the beginning, but now they are powering entire 
countries! 

Given the involment of Folkecenter in wave energy and given that thousands 
people visit it every year, it was a quick decision to select Folkecenter as the seat of the largest wave energy exhibition in Denmark. 
Here, people can see scale prototypes showing the different ways to harvest marine energy. The exhibition, which is held in our Plus 
House, has now been under rennovation in the attempt of being more modern; in addition to the explanations provided, it is now 
possible to scan QR codes with your devices and see videos of these prototypes in operation.   

You are welcome to come in visit and experience this renewed exhibition! 

Wave exhibition at Nordic Folkecenter 

PV System at Folkecenter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Realtime overview of the production can be found here. 

Total energy produced in January: 

97.09 kWh 

Total energy produced in 2020: 

218.40 kWh 

Total energy produced from 2012: 

64.01 MWh 

E-Mobility in Folkecenter 

 

 

https://smart.tigoenergy.com/p/2c4b9073-218a?date=2020-02-19


Upcoming Events 

3rd International 

Conference on Small & 

Medium Wind Energy 

After two successful editions, Folkecenter, the Small Test and 

Resource Centre for Small Wind Turbines, the Danish 

Association for Small and Medium Wind Turbines and the 

World Wind Energy Association are organizing a third 

conference with focus on small and medium energy. The 

event will gather national and international experts from the 

industry, who will discuss testing and certification 

opportunities, off-grid solutions and the importance of 

education for the small wind industry. 

The conference will take place between the 27th and the 

30th of April and the last day will include an excursion to 

relevant installations. 

The event is open to everyone, but registration is required. 

The detailed program and the and the registration form can 

be found on folkecenterevents.net. 

27—30 April 2020 

Build your own Tiny 

House—Workshop  

 

Have you ever thought about building your own house? You 

have now the chance to do it! 

A tiny house is a house which, although small, it can fulfill all 

the needs of its inhabitants. Not only! It is the perfect 

solution for students and retired people who do not want to 

have mortgages or spend excessive money in housing. 

The workshop will combine theory and practice and it will 

conclude with a real tiny house being built. 

The workshop will take place in Nordic Folkecenter for 

Renewable Energy and it will last 5 days. Participation to the 

workshop is open to everyone, but registration is required. 

Registrations should be done on folkecenterevents.net latest 

the 25th of May. 

The workshop will be mostly held in Danish, but we kindly 

ask you to contact us if some English-speaking person is 

really interested to participate. 

 

 

01—05 June 2020 

UN Goals are My Goals—Workshop  

Come closer to the sustainable development goals and learn how to make a difference for the whole world by changing your daily 

routines at home and in your workplace in order to make a difference in your own unique way. 

You will learn what is right and wrong in the debate and we will show you where to find further information as well as give you the 

necessary tools to teach others about this important subject. You can expect a good variety 

of informative lectures and workshops in a new and involving way of teaching – and in the 

end you will get your own unique plan tailored to fit your life and your personal needs, so 

that you can start immediately to make the world’s goals your own. 

Interested in participating? Do not forget to register on  folkecenterevents.net! 

Please note that the event will be held in Danish. 

09—13 March 2020 

http://www.folkecenterevents.net
http://www.folkecenterevents.net
http://www.folkecenterevents.net


Build your own Sun Generator—Workshop 

Whether you are working with developing countries or you just 

want to have some electricity in your small cottage, the Sun 

Generator is the right solution for you! You just need a PV 

panel, a Sun Generator and...voilà! You have electricity! In the 

workshop you will learn how to construct a 250 W Sun 

Generator, so that you can have electricity everywhere - 

provided you have sun, of course!  

Interested in participating? Do not forget to register on  

folkecenterevents.net! 

15—17 April 2020 

http://www.folkecenterevents.net

